
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

When a group has once wholly disappeared, it does not reappear; for the
link of generation __________________.
1.

(break)has been broken

The whole of this incident ____________________ by some recent critics.2.
(dispute)

has been disputed

This turn in education ________________ on an economic pivot.3. (make)has been made

The story ___________________________.4. (tell/and/retell)has been told and retold

In some era, no doubt, it ________________________.5. (accomplish)has been accomplished

Their work ________________________ to their professional duties, as a
few instances will illustrate.
6.

(not/confine)
has not been confined

It ____________________ by her friends that she never recovered her
spirits after.
7.

(assert)
has been asserted

Pious minds ______________________ by these similitudes.8. (disturb)have been disturbed

I ____________________ to do Sir David.9. (invite)have been invited

You said they were rations, but they ______________________ in six
days.
10.

(not/open)
haven't been opened

Obvious typographical errors ______________________ in this text.11.
(correct)

have been corrected

Then he returns to his own home, where he learns that his sister
________________ for many days, and is believed to be dead.
12.

(lose)has been lost

It ____________________ by many royal visits.13. (honour)has been honoured

It __________________ pride in charms which we do not possess, but it
also serves to place actual charms in a brighter light, and that I expect from
this fair one.

14.

(call)

has been called

I ________________ to think that you possess these qualifications.15. (lead)have been led
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My Fanny _________________ for your sins.16. (take)has been taken

One _________________ to this etext.17. (add)has been added

It will be only necessary for me to call your attention to the length of time
in which I ___________________ to regard myself as your heir.
18.

(teach)have been taught

Pennsylvania is divided; and all the bitterness of her factions
___________________ anew on it.
19.

(kindle)has been kindled

They ____________________ fitter objects of pity than of punishment.20.
(think)

have been thought
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